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§ome remarks on Picaril sets

1. By the definition in Lehto's paper [4], a Picard set E means a totally
disconnected closed set in the extended z-plane, in whose complementary
domain O each single-valued meromorphic function /(z) with at,Ieast one
essential singularity in .E takes every value infinitely often except for
at most, two values. Our definition given in [7] is slightly different from
Lehto's. We restricted the class of functions f (z) in the above to that of
functions /(z) with .E as the set of essential singularities, that is, we called
E an n-Picard set, simplv a Picard set for n : 2, if each f(z) with E
as the set of essential singularities has at most z exceptional values at
any singularity C e E . Now we call E an n-Picard set in Lehto's sense
if each /(z) with at least, one essential singularity in -E omits at most z
values in the intersection of J2 and every neighbourhood of any essential
singularity C e E . We remark that omitted values may be taken by
f@) af points of Z wher. f(z) is meromorphic. Of course zr,-Picard set
in Lehto's sense are ones in our sense, but, for instance, countable E are
Picard sets in our sense because /(z) has isolated singularities, while they
are not always Picard sets or even z-Picard sets (z > 3) in Lehto's sense.
Indeed let w, , w2 , . . . ,,u)n be finite and distinct and let E he lhe union
of all the zu,-points (i : L,2, . . . , %) of a non-rational entire function
and the point at infinity. Then .E is not an m-Picard set in Lehto's sense.

As for the existence, Lehto l4l showed tlrat all sufficiently thin countable
sets with one limit point are Picard sets in his sense. I'or non-countable E,
carleson 12] gave examples of 3-Picard sets in Lehto's sense by means of
Cantor sets. We [5], [6] also gave some sufficient conditions for E to be
z-Picard sets in Lehto's sense for n, Z 3 and showed the existence of per-
fect sets satisfying the conditions. Further we showed that there exist
perfect, n-Picard sets in Lehto's sense (z ä B) which are not, (n - l)-
Picard sets. Recently we have succeeded to give cantor sets which are
Picard sets in our sense. We have proved t.hat any Cantor set with suc-
cessive ratios f" satisfying the condition

6,+r : o (§3)

is a Picard set (see [7] and also [8]). But from our proof, we cannot see
whether these cantor sets are Picard sets in Lehto's sense or not. rn this
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pa,per we shall show that Cantor sets are certainly Picard sets in Lehto's
sense und.er a much stronger condition. We shall also show that Lehto's
condition for countable set with one limit point to be Picard sets in his
sense can be relaxed considerably.

2. First we shall be concerned rvith the countable case. Let' {a^)*:r,,,...
be a point set whose points converge to infinity and let -E denote the union
of {a,} and the point at infinity. The result to be established is as follows:

Theorem 1. If the poi,nts of {a^},:r,r,... sati,sfy the conrli,t'ion

(*)

(1ra 1wSr1 1ta 1ta;11

I

if w + ooandu'+ cc

iflD':@.

therr, E i,s a Pi,card, set i,n Lehto's sense.

Remark. Lehto 14] proved the same assertion under the stronger corl-
dition

(log lo,l)2+d : o (1og lr,+rl) (ö > o).

3. Before proving the theorem, we give some lemmas. We shall eon-

sider the R,iemann sphere .X with radius 1/2 touching the zo-plane at the
origin. For u and w' in the w-plane we denote by lw , w') lhe chordal
distance between them, that is,

lw - ru'l

lw , 1o'f :

ffi
X'urther we denote by C(w; ä) (ö > 0) the spherical open disc s'ith center
w ar'd with chordal radius ö .

Let w : J@) be a single-valued regular function in an annulus
|< lzll ep Qt )A) omitting t'r,r'o values 0 and 1. Our first lemma is
& consequence of Bohr-Landau's theorem [I]:

Il g@) is regular in lzl < L and, g(z) + 0, I there, then

K log (ls(o) i + 2)

1r \fuctna r,o!rI I ,

c,ovLstq,nt (a prec'ise form of Schottky's tlteorent).

Lemma 7. There e,*i,sts a posi,ti'ae corustant A such that the l,ength, con-

sequently the d,iameter of the image c'u,rae oI lzl : srzt2 by I@) w'i,th resltect

to the chord,al, d,istance'is d,omi,nuted, bg As-wtz for suJfici,ently large p (Carle-
son l?f. See also Matsumoto 16l).

lsmax
t-t-
lzl:f

where K 'i,s

@l(ex

gtosi,tiue

,(
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X'or completeness, we shall give the proof.
ProoJ. X'rom Bohr-Landau's theorem, we ca,n see easily that if w : g(z)

is regular in I < lzl < e"(o > 0) satisfying the conditions

g\z) l O ,l and min lS@)l < a for a positive a ,

l4:so12

then there is a positive constant b depending only on a and o such that

:1å ts@)t sb '
t"l-.

For a fixed o ) 0, first we shall show, supposing p ) o, that there

exists a positive number d not depending on pr and /(z) such that the
images of lzl : e't2 aIId. lzl: sv-"tz by ft") lie outside at least, one of
three discs C(0 ; ä), C(t ; å) and C(oo ; ä). In fact, let z, and z, be

points on lzl: s"lz and lzl : sw-"lz respectively. Then f(A) and

!(zr) lieoutside at, least one ofthree discs C(0 ; å'), C(l ; ö') and O(oo ; d'),
'where ö' is a positive constant such thab these three discs are mutually
disjoint and hence can be taken independently of p' and f(z). Suppose

tha| f(zr) and /(zr) lie outside C(co;d'), then b-v the fact mentioned
above, we see that there is a positive ä. such that the images of lzl : s'12

and lzl: st'-"tz he oubside C(oo;ö*). Next suppose that /(zr) and

f(zr) Iie outside C(l ; ö'). Then we see using the linear transformat'ion which
transforms points 'tD : 0,L0 : L and the point at infinity to points w : l,
the point at infinity and w: 0 respeetively that there is a positive d,

such that the images lie outside C(I ; ör). Similarly we c&n fiud a positive
do and set

ä:min{ä0,ör,d*}>0.
Obviously this d satisfies our conditions.

Now by the maximum principle we see that the image of sol2 t lzl { ep-"lz

by f(") lies outside at,least one of C(0; ä), C(l ; ö) and C(oo; ö). Since

the chordal distance remairs invariant under the linear transformation
(l I Oow)l(* - wr) for any uo * a, vre may assume that this image lies

outside C(co ; ö). Then

Il(z)l S *:l'1{ on eot2 < lzl < /t..at2..ö

By Cauchy's integral theorem, we have

ttr l() *_[ ,^ f(}r,ac\
t'@) : *i J t4:{-.t, T;T u, - J n:""p di ,t ,

forevery z on lzl:swlz andhence,if p22*o,
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2M
lf'@)l <

Therefore we have

f 2e2+" 4ne2*o

J ,,:{,, lf'(z)l ldzl = 1, _fy Me-p ' 2n e't2 : G=If Me-!t2.

Since the length of the image curve /(lzl : dat21 with respect to the metric
ld,wl is not smaller than that with respect to the chordal distance, we c&n
take (4ne2+'l@-l)2)M as A, for M dependsonlyon ä and o andhence
does not depend on the function l(z). Our lemma is proved.

4. Let / be a triply connected domain with boundary components
T1, T2 and J', and lef f@) be single-valued, regular and omitting two
values 0 and L in A. TVe assume that the images of J-r, l, and f, by
f(z) arc contained in spherical discs Q, C, and Cu respectively and proye

Lemma 2. Let ö ) 0 be so smq,ll that the three spheri,cal d,iscs C(0 ;2ö),
C(L ;2ö) and, C(a ;2ö) are mutuallg di,sjoi,nt. IJ the rwi,i,i of C1, C, and, C,
are l,ess than ö12, then either (L) Cr, C, and C, contain the ori,gi,n, th,e point
w : L anil, the poi,nt at i,nfini,ty one by one, so that they are contai,necl in,

C(0 ; d), C(I ; ö) and C(co ; d) one by one and l(z) tahes each ual,ue outside
the u,nion of C(0; ä), C(t ;ö) and, C(*;ö) once and, only once in Å, or
(2) any one of them cannot be d,isjoi,nt from the uni,on of the other two, so thrtt,
by the marimum principle, there ,i,s a disc with rad,ius less than 3ö12 uhich,
conta,ins the irnage of A.

Proo!. X'irst we shall prove that f (z) takes each value outside the union
of C(0; ä), C(l; ä) and C(oo; d) once and orJy once in /, if Ct,Cz
and C, are contained in these three discs one by one. \Ye mav assuure
without any loss of generality that C1, C, and C, are contained in C(0 ; ö),
C(I ; d) and C(oo; ö) respectively. Contrary suppose fhat f(z) takes a
vaJlae wo outside the union at two points z' a;nd z" in / and join zuo

to C(0 ; ö) and C(oo ; d) with two curves which lie outside the union, do
not intersect each other except, at wo and do not pass through any pro-
jection of branch points of the B,iemannian image of A by /(z). The elements
of the inverse function /-1 corresponding to z' and, z" carL be continued
analytically along these curves to their end points and further from them
along radii of C(0 ; ä) and C(* ; ä), so that the curves in / corresponding
to these continuations join each of z' and. z" lo I, arrd J-, and bound
with parts of T, and J-, a domain not containi"g l-r. This domain must
be a subdomain of A arrd /(z) must take the value I there; this is a con-
tradiction. We see thus that /(z) takes each value outside the union once
and only once in 21.

Zez* o

(-Me-t': (e 1)'
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Next we suppose that both of the cases (1) and (2) do not occur, that
is, one of three points, say the point at infinity, is not contained in any
one of Ct , C, and Q and one of these three discs is disjoint from the union
of the other two. Then there is zo in A such that /(zo) lies outside the
union of Cr,C, and Cr. Thepoint /(zo) canbe joinedtothepointatinfinit;z
with a atrve A lying outside this union, and we are led to a contradiction that
the element of the inverse function /-1 corresponding lo zo cart be con-
tinued analytically along A op to a point arbitrarily near the point at
infinity, so that /(z) has a pole in /. Thus we see that the denial of the
case (l) implies the case (2). The proof is now complete.

5. Let §, denote the ring domain la"l < lzl l la,+rl, Iet, l^ denote

the circle lzl: \/ta"e"+rl and let /. denoie the triply connected domain
with boundary I*U{a.*r} U J-,+r. Tbe harmonic modulus of §" is
equal to log la,*rla,l, so that we see from Lemma 1 that the diameter of
the image of f^ is dominatecl by d, : A\/ l"-1"*rl and hence there is
a spherical disc C, containing this image with radius less than ä".

Lemma 3. Let f(z) be nteromorph'ic 'i,n the fini,te z-pl'ane and, om'i,t three

aalues 0, I and, a outside t and let ö ) 0 be so small, that the spherical'

d,i,scs C(0; 2d), C(I ;2ö) and, C(* ; 2ö) are mu,tually d'i,sjoint. If the poi,nts

of E satisJy the conditi,on (*) and i,f there is onl,y a Ji,ni,te nu,mber of /^'s
such that its three bound,ary components are mapped bg f(") into C(0; ö),

C(I ; d) anrl C(a ; ö) one by one, then f(z) 'is rati,onal,.

Proo!. X'rom the condition (*), we obtain

I o**,

i ""*
Arn ;' \_t I

I ltan+L I I
:r(

so that ön tend" to zero in the way that

ö,,*1 : o (ö1)

Therefore there is an uLL such that

ö, < ö 12 for any 7L 
= 

nL and
oo

Y
,=_nL

ö, < 1/8

Suppose now that there exists only a finite number of /, such that their
three boundary components are mapped into the discs C(0; d), C(I ; ä)

and C( oo ; d) one by one and denote by n, the maximum of n taken over
all such /*. Then we see by Lemma 2 \h:at for any n )- no: max {n, , n2},

the image of Ao, consequently that of /.U {a^*r), is contained in a spher-
ical disc D, with raJius less than 2ä^.
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Since the union of D,(n2rzo) is a comected. set, its diameter with

respecttothechordaldistanceisdominatedUy Z i 2ö, < n 2 A,< ll2.

By means of a lirrear transformation we 
"ur, "oå:.ä", 

fro* tt].'fact that
f (z) is bounded near the point at, infinity. Ilence /(z) must be meromorphic
in the extended z-plane, Izl < * oo, so that it is rational.

6. \4/e now estimate the harmonic modulus of any ring domain con-
tained in /^ U I,*, U /,+t such that one connected component of its
complement contains the point a,o*, and the circle I, and the other con-
tains the point, a,*, and the circle {*r. Denoting by IogY(P/e) (P, E > 0)
the ha,rmonic modulus of the normal domain of Teichmiiller, the complement
oftheunionofthetwosegments, - q < r { 0,U : 0 and P ( r ( f co,

A : 0 in the z-plane (z: r * dy), we see that the harmonic modulus
of our domain is dominated b;r log Y (la.*rfa^*rl). It is well-known that

P
V (Ple) < 16- + 8

and rye obtain the following

Lemma 4. The harmonic mod,ulus of any r,ing domai,n considered aboue

is domi,natecl by log (32ia^*rfa^*rl).

7. Proof of the theorem. It is obviouslv sufficient if u-e can proye that
the assumption of the existence of a function /(z), single-valued, mero-
morphic and non-rational for z * @, and different, from 0, I and co out-
side .8, leads to a contradiction. Here $/e may assllme rvithout any loss
of generality that {a,} consists only of zeros, t-points ancl poles of J@),
for otherwise, we delete from {o,} all other points and the remair:ing points
also satisfy the condition (*).

We take d > 0 so small that the discs C(0;2ö), C(L;2å) and

C(a ;2ö) are mutually disjoint. Let, no be so large that ä" : A\/'Fr"'*"i
< ö12 for any n 2 no. By Lemma 3 there is a /^(n ) zo) rvhose three
boundary components are mapped into C(0; ö), C(l ; å) and C(co;å)
one by one, where we may assume that f(l^*r) c C(oc ; d). Consider the
quadruply connected domain A,U fo+rU A^+t.Theimageof itsboundary
component .I',*, is contained in some spherical disc Cn+2 with radius
less than ö^+2 1 ö12 arrd we see that !(z) has a pole at, cto-2 and C,*,
is contained in C(oo ; 2d). In fact f(a,*r) : oo or C"1z must contain the
point at infinity and hence is contained in C( oo ; d), for otherwise, /(z)
mirst take the value oo in ÅnU fn+rU /,+r. Suppose thal fla"*r)
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or Co*2 is not contained in C( co;2ä). Then there is a point ze A,*,
whose image f(z) lies in C(oo ; 2ö) - C(oo ; ö)U C,+2 U {/(o"+r)} and

can be joirred the origin or the point ru : I with a path not intersecting

the image of the boundary of Åo*r, so that /(z) takes the value 0 or I
in .4.*1. Contradiction. Now it is obvious that /(z) has a pole al a***
Thus we can find a positive d such lhat d, < 2ö and the disc C(a;d')
contains C,*r.

Next we shall prove thar f (z) takes each value outside the union of the

three discs C(0 ; ä), C(I ; ä) and C(m ; d) once and only once in /, U

f,ar U /.+t. By Lemma 2, f(") takes each value outside the union of
C(0; ö), C(l ; Ö) and C(oo; ä) once and only once in /* so that the in-

verse image -l' of the circle lw , q):2 ö on A^ is a simple closed

curve and" separates 1', and o,*, from ao*, a"rtd f,1r. Now suppose t'hat

/(z) takes a value r,oo outside the union of C(0 ; ä), C(f ; ä) and C(a ; d)

at, two points z' and z" in loU I,+, U A,+r, and join w, to C(0; ä)

with a curve / which lies outside the union and. does not pass through

any projection of branch points of the Riemannian image of /^ U J-,+,

U Å^1, by l@). The elements of the inverse function /-t corresponding

lo z' and ?" can be continued analytically along z1 to its end point and

hence every value on / is taken by l@) at least two times in A^ U I,+,
U A,+t. Therefore we c&n a§sume that w, Iies outside C(oo;2ö)' Then

one of z' and z" must lie in the domain bounded by I and J-,*, and

the corresponding element of l-' can be continued analytically to the origin

along a curve outside c(oo;2ä), so thar f@) takes the value 0 there;

this contradicts our assumPtion.
Now we estimate il, frombelow. To this purpose we consider the annulus

R: 2.-- lwl< {l-Eld corresponding to the anriulus tlt/s }lw, oo)

) d, on the Riemann sphere ,I, which separates C(0 ; å) and C(I ; ä)

from C(a;d,). As we have seen above, the B,iemannian image of Å"U
f*+rl) /*+L corrers R univalentl5r, the ring domain on A*U fu+tU An+r

corresponding to ,E has the same harmonic modulus as fi and separates

the boundary components { and a,*, from the bound.ary components

ao*, and A*+2. By Lemma 4 we have

har. mod. rf R : tog 1\/T -A l2d) < log (32 la^*rla^*rl) .

Since d < 2ö < nl6, we have the estimate that

a > 6/t-1"10'1'164) la,*rfa*+rl : å1*,/M -

This implies that C,*, must intersect the disc Lw, @72ö2,*rlM:m'
Consider the domain A**r. Ls mentioned in the proof of Lemma 3,

äo+r:o(ö3),
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and we can

Then

suppose that ?L is so large that

d,+z S a'"*r1+a:rnl4
and hence c,*r, the disc containing the image of the boundary component

!"*, ?f /o*r, cartnot contain the point at infinity. Since the image of the
boundary component fn+z of /,*, is contained in a disc C^*, with
11dius 

less than ä,+s ( d,*r, we see by Lemma 2 that C,1z cannot be
disjoint from C,*, andthe image of Ån*rU{a,+u} is containedin a spherical

1i." ?"*, ) C,+z U C,+s with radius less than ö^+z* ö^*r< ml2. The
disc D,*, cannot contain any one of the three points a) : 0, I and oo
on the one hand and the point a,*, must be a zero or a l-point or a pole
of f(z) on the other; this is a contradiction and our theorem is established.

8. we shall be concerned here with the perfecb case. Let E be a cantor
set on the closed interval 1o: -Llz<r{ll2,A:O on the real axis
of the z(: r t i,y)-plane with successive ratios f,,0 ( E,:2t"< 2lB.
Defining the cantor set E, we repeat successively to exclude an open
segment from the middle of another segment and there remain 2" segments
of equal length 4:rlo after we repeat z times, beginning r,i-ith the inter-
val -Io. Weclenote these segments by f^,*(n : 1,2,. . . ;k : I,2,.,.,
2") and denooe by §,,u (n:1,2,...;k:1,2,...,2") the follos.ing
annuli on the complementary dornain Q of E:

§,,r : {z ; (IIi:r lp) I - l,+r) ('tz - zn,xj < @;:ilp) e - t^)12),

where zn,r is the middle point of 1,,*. The barmonic modul*s ,rr, of §,,6
is greater than log (213 €"). We map §,,0 conformaliy onto the annulus
I< ln)4 eP" and consider the inverse image T^,r of the circle 'ytl,l: slniz
on §,,r. Supposing that §,,0 encloses &1r,zr_r and Bo*r,26, v,e denote
by /n,t" the triply connected domain bounded by three cdryes l,n.k,
lnat,2h-t and 1n41,2k.

We now prorre

Theorem
the cond,ition

(**) €*+r:
then E ,is 

cL

2. If the successiue ratios €n : 2l* oJ a Ccr,ntor set E satisfy

0(exp (-2 lII;:, §r)), i.e. ln+t- 0 (exp (- L III;:r lo) ) ,

P'icard, set in Lehto's sense.

9. As a consequence of Bohr-Landau's theorem we have

Lemma 5. Let flz) be si,ngle-ualued, regular and aifferent from 0 and
outside E anil let d.,r be ilefined, by
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dn,k

Theru fo, suffici,ently large n

dn,t,7 dn :
where L >0 dependsonlYoru

ProoJ. Set

M - max ll@l
-u"Z{!"|"':'

and recall that f.1" is the circle lz - z",rl : 1n;:\lr\ \h"(l - l")(l _ l"+rp.
Then by Bohr-Landau's theorem, we have

K log UYI +2)
lf@o)i < (rr;=it,)fw -h) $ -tH'w

where zo e r:n,p is the point satisfying fizo: fi,2,,r and Szo > 0. §o,r"

is conformally equivalent to the annulus I < lql < e'" and hence the

composite function gG) : f("(r:)) is regular and different from 0 and 1

andfurtherhastheperiod Zni, inthestripdomain O< Sf I lr^,- *<
S 6 < f oo . Let (o be a point whose image is zo. Then any value taken
by l\z) on T^,r is taken by g(() on the vertical segmenb z1 of length
2n witln middle point (0, so that applying Bohr-Landau's theorem again,

we have
K log(lf@o)l + 2))

- min lJ@, @1 .

zeTn,To

exp (- Ll{t" (Il;:itr) ) ,

l@) .

"*, ( )

,*:p ( L Z*lp*

,,Since ln+A and

there is an L > 0

that

Fn + co as rL -> co from our assumption, we See that
depending onlv on M, consequently only on l@, such

for sufficienLly large n .

10. tr'or each n and k(n:1,2,..;k:1,2,...,2")/n,* is

bounded by 1,,r, ln+r,2k-t and. ln*r,rr. Now we estimate the harmonic

modulus of any ring domain in /",1" one connected component of whose

complement contains the boundary curve 1,,t" and the other contains
f nat,2k-t and J',*1,26. It is dominated by the harmonic modulus of the ring
domain obtained when we delete the segmenl In,ro from the interior of
l-,,r and this domain is conformally equivalent to Grötzsch's normal do-

main Gr, P: (2(r - t^) (L - l,+t) a t,1112ffi tt.
complementary domain of the union of the closed unit disc and the segment

P{r(*oo,U:0. Since
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har. mod. of Gp - Iog @ (P) and O(P) < 1P

and since ln -> 0 as t?, + @ , we have

Lemma 6. The harmonic modulus of any ri,ng d,onrai,n consiriereil aboue
,i,s d,om,i,nated by log (41\/C) for suJfi,ci,ently targe n .

17. Proof of Theorem 2. Contrary to our assertion, let us suppose that
there exists a single-valued meromorphic function l@) which has at least
one essential singularity in Z and omits three values G, I and co in the
intersection of J? and a neighbourhood of some singulariby (o € .E . Since
our argument given in tbe below is applicable locally, it wiil not bring any
loss of generality rf we give a contradiction under the stronger assamption
that f(z) omits the values 0, I and oo in A.

We delete from E every point at, which /(z) is regular and takes a
value different from 0 and 1 and denote by E' the resulbing point set.
Of course 6s belongs lc E' and. is not isclated hecause of Picard's theorem.
Therefore there exist infinitelS, many ll,,p such that the interior of one of
its boundary curves fn_1_7,2h_r and fn+t,2h contains (s and that of the
other contains at least one point of -E'.

Let ö ) 0 be so small that the discs C(0 ;2ö) , C(t; 2å) and C(a ;2ö)
are mutually disjoint. By the condition (**) we can take zo so large that
ö^: Al$12)t-< ålL2 arrd §,*, < €^14 i.e. å,*, < ö,lz for any n 2 ns,
where -4 is the constant of Lemma 1. Since !^ )log (2lg €*), we see by
Lemma I that the image of the circle J-,,r, n )- !Lo, is contained in a spher-
ical disc C^,o with radius less than å^< ö1L2. First we shall show tbat
if the interior of lo,r, n 2 ns, contains a point of E', then for this J-,,r,
C,,* is contained in one of the three discs C(0; 12ä,) ,C(\;TZ å") and
C(a ; LZ ö^), which are mutually disjoint because 12 ä" < ö. In fact,
suppose that our assertion is false and oonsider the domain /,,y,. Then
by Lemma 2 any one of CnJ", Cn11,21,_, and Cn_t*k cannot be disjoint
from the union of the other two, so that the image of Å^1" is conteined in
a spherical disc with radius less than 3 ä,. Since this disc contains points
outside the union of C(0;L2ö^),C(L; 12 ä") and C(a; 12 ä,), ib must
lie completely outside the union of the discs C(0; 6 ä,) , C(t ; O ö,) and
C(a;6 d,). We considerthe domain /nar,r _, which with A,,e has {*r,r*_,
as the common boundary. Each image of its three boundary curves is
contained in a spherical disc with radius less than äo+r ( ö*12 arrd hence
the same argument shows that the image of Ån*1,210_, is contained in a
spherical disc with radius less than 3 d,+r < 3 ö^12 and lying outside the
union ofthe discs C(0 ; 3 d,), C(I ; 3 d") and C(* ; B ö,). The same holds
fot /^*r,*. Since for each p 2 I

L2
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ä,+p ( ö*l2o ,

we can conclude by induction that the image of each domain /.*n,, lyirg
the interior of the simple closed eurve J-",0 is contained in a spherical disc

with radius less than 3 ö^lzP and lying outside the union of the discs

C(O;6 ö*lzn), C(l;6 ö.12p) and C(*;6 ö^lzp). It follows that, in the
interior of T^,*,/(z) takes values only in a spherical disc with radius less

than

iua,lro< 6å,
P:0

and not, containing the points vs: $,1 and oo. The set E is of linear
measure zero and hence each point of .E is removable for any bounded
regular function (see Kametani [3]), so that /(z) must be regular in the
interior of l^,o. Hence the interior of l-,,* cannot contain any point of
.U'; this is absurd.

Now we take a lnJo, ?L ) rzo, such that the interior of the boundary
curve J.,,6 of A,1" contains 6s. Then the inberior of one of J-,*r,rr-. and

fn1t,zh say fn4t,zh-tt also contains fo and &s we have just seen, Cn,r"

is contained in one of C(0;12 d,), C(l ; t2 ä,) arrd C(co; 12 d") and

Cn+r,2h-t iscontained inone of C(0;L2 ö,*1),C(l;12 ä,*r) and C(a;12ö"*r).
Hence the following two cases are possible: (f ) the centers of the discs con-

taining C^,1" and, Cn+t,zh-t are distinct, or (2) they are identical. Let us

suppose that the first case occurs. Obviously it does not bring any loss

of generalityif we assumothat C,,1"arrd Cn+r,zh-L arecontained in C(0 ;L2 ö")

and C( oo ; 12 d,+1) respeclively. Then we see that the disc C,*r,2n, t'he

spherical disc containing the image of the last boundary curYe fo*r,r1, of
/n,to, contairrs the point w: ! and hence is contained in C(f ; 12 d,*,),
for otherwise, f(z) takes the vahre L in /*,e. By Lemma 2, J@) takes

each value outside the union of C1O ; 12 ö,), C(t;L2 å,*r) and C(a;12 ö"*r)
once and only once in A,,y,. We consider here the quadruply corrnected

domain A : /^,r U J-,+r,zr.-r U A^+t,tx- t' The images of its boundary
curves lnlr,uo-, nad J-,r2,ar,-o &r€containedinthesphericaldiscs Co+2,.ak-z

and Cn1z,Ak-.z with radius less than ö,+z ( ö.*rl2 respectively. Of
coursetheinteriorof one of ln*2,a1"-s arrd In*2,a1"-2, s&Y .Tn+z,Ak-tt contains

Co. We suppose thab the interior of f,*r,n1o-, contains a point of E'.
Then each of C.*r,nr-, and C**2,a1,-, is contained in one of C(0 ;LZ å^*r),

C(L;12 ä,*r) and C(*; L2ö,+) antl one of them contains the point at
infinity, consequently is contained in C(* ; 12 ö,+z), for otherwise, /(z)
takes the value a in /. Hence the images of two of three boundary
curves of A^*r,r*-r, a triply connected subdomain of A, is contained in
C(a;12 d,*r), so that the image of the last bound.ary curve is also con-

tained in C( a;12 ä,*r) because of Lemma 2. Thus both of C^*r,*-, anrd

13
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Cn+z,ah_z are contained in C( a ; 12 ö,*r). Hence we can prove by the same
argnment as in the proof of Theorem I that J@) takes each value outside
the union of C(0; 12 ö,), C(L;12 d,*r) and C(a;12 do*r) once and only
once in A. Therefore if d^+t > 12 ö*+2 fty the condition (**) this is
satisfied for every sufficiently large n ), the annulus -8, d,*, ) lw , af > LZö"+,,
which separates C(0 ; 12 d") and C(l ; L2 ö,*r) from C(a ; t2 ö*a2),
corresponds to a ring domain on / which has the same harmonic modulus
as it and separates ln+z,ch_t and l^*r,a6_, from the remaining boundary
f,,ku f^+r,rn of /. We see from Lemma 5 that this ring domain is con-
tained in the subdomain Anar,zh_t of /, so thatitseparates ln*r,n6_, and
fn_1_2,4h_2 from the last, boundary curve {*r,r,,_r of Åt+t,2k_1. Hence by
Lemma 6 we have that the harmonic modulus of "R is dominated bv
los @l\/1"+r), that is,

d^*r\/L 1Lz ö^*rf f L2 ö^+2\h -7i, < 4l\/h*r,
while

d,+L : exp (- t 1t/ir (n;:ttP) ) and d' , r : a\/\hr 
'

so that

exp (- r,l\/t*, (rri:rt,p) )llz\/i a\/t*, < 4l\/t*, .

Recall our condition (**). Then we have, for some .44 10 ,

\/1"-exp (t1t/t*r) < x[ .

Bnt this is impossible for any n larger than some n{ and. we see that
fnat,2h cannot surround any point of E' if. n 2 zo'. Now suppose that
n2no' and consider the quadruply connected domain A' : lU l^+z,ak_a
U /o+z,q*-tU f,+z,ax_.zU (1"+z,at"_-z), where (f,+z,ar,-) denotes the interior
of the Jordan curve J",*r, a6_2. Then /(z) does not take the values 0, I and
q in /'. Oneof theboundarycurves fal',Bh-, and d*3,s6_u of /, sur-
rounds 6o and. onlv considering the annulus cln_, )lw , cc] ) t2 ä,*,
instead of -B in the above lve have

\/l,.trexp elltar) < -rl,
if the other surrounds a point of .E'. Thus it cannot surround any point
of E'. continuing this argument inductively, u'e are led to the contradiction
that (o is an isolated point of D', and follov's that the case (I) is impossible
for any n 2no'.

Let us suppose that n Z no'. Then the case (2) must, occur and we may
assume here that C^,* and Cn4r,2k_.- are contained in C(co;12 d,) and
C(q ; 12 d,+r) respectively. If the interior of the boundary curve fnar,zh
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of Å^;, containsapoint of t', b}nen Co*r,r* iscontainedalsoin C(a;L2ö"*r)
because of Lemma 2. Therefore we see recalling Lemma 5 that each point
of the annulus Ro , d" > W , oo] > 12 d,*r, is covered the same times,
say z(za)-times, by the Riemannian image of A'o,1", where /'^,o denotes

the domain /o,hl) fn+r,zr, U (f,+r,2k) if lo+,zk does not surround any
point of E' (the case (i)) arrd An1" if it does so (the case (ii)). Consider

the inverse image g^ of R*. Any of its boundary curves cannot bound a
strbdomain of /',,n, for f(z) takes the values 0 and I or the value co

in the domain bounded by such a, curYe if exists. Hence in the case (i),

Q. is a ring domain separating the two bound,ary curves of A'*,o, while
in the case (ii), either it is a ring (the case (ii, a)) or triply connected (the

case (ii, ö)) domain separating the boundarJr curYe J-,,0 from the remaining
fnyt,zh-t and J-"*r,r6, orit consists of two ring domains one of which separates

I'o+r,zh-r, consequently (s, from the remainin1 1.,r" and' /Jn*r,r6 and the
otherseparates l,+r,r,o from To,1" and J-,*r,ro-, (thecase (ii,c))' Inthis
case we denote by Q,' the former ring domain and by u'(n) lhe number of
times that its Riemannian image cover§ fi,' Of course u'(n)< u(n). In
the case (ii,b) we take d,^',d*)d^'>12 ä,;1, so near to Lzå.+r that
the case (ii, c) occurs for the anmrlus d,^' > W, oo] > 12 ö^+b and for it,
we define g,' and u'(n) in the same way as above. In other cases we put,

Qo' : Q^ and a'(n) : v(n) .

In the cases (i), (ii, b) and (ii, c), we consider the ring or triply connected

suhdomain of /'^,pU I,+r, zr"-tUA'n+r,r*-, placed between E'" and Qnar

and see by the argument principle l]1;;at v(n * l) :z'(z). Now we shall

deal with the case (ii, a). X'irst we note that one of the boundary curves

fo+z,4h-t and f^az,ah Of /o*r,rr, SaSr T**r,oo-11 SllrloUods a pOint Of E'
and hence the spherical disc C,*2,ar-, is contained in one of C(0 ;12 ö"*),
C(l;12ö,*r) and C(oo;L2d,*r). Wesaythatthecase (ii,a') or (ii,a")
occurs according as it lies in C( co ; 12 ä,*r) or one of the other two. In the
case (ii, a'), the interior of fn*r,nr does not contain any point of E' or it
does so and C^*r,n^ lies also in C( a;12ö,*r). Hence the inverse image

of the annulus .8,*, has at least, one connected component in /^*r,r*, and

the argument principle asserts lhat' u(n) is equal to the total number of
times that all the Riemannian images of the components in Ån*r,rr and

Ao*r,rr covel: J?,*r, so that, v(nll)<v(n). On the contrary, we have
y(n * l) : v(n) f 1 in the case (ii, a"). In fact we see from Lemma 2lhat
Cn+z,*h-t arrd C.*r,n1o arecontainedin C(0;12ö"*2) and C(I;12ö,*r) one

by one and the Riemannian image of Å,*1,210 coYers univalently the outside

of the union C(0 ; t2 ö,+r) U C(l ; L2 ä,*r) U C( oo ; 12 ä,*r). Ilence for ä

taken at the first part of the proof, the circle lw , q): Ö, which separates

C(oo;12ä"+r) from C(0;L2ö^*2\ and C(l ;L2ö^*2), hasastheinverse
image in A**1,21" a simple closed analytic curve -l- separating l,+r,r, from
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the remaining f^+2,4k_r. and fn.1-r,no. Consider the domain placed between
Qn, g,a1 and f. Then the argument principle gives our formula.

Suppose that the case (ii, a) cannot occur except for a finite number
of n)-no'. Since 6e is not, isolated in E', the case (ii, b) or (ii, c) occurs
for infinitely ma,ny ra's, while the value of p decreases strictly at such ra

and hence must become negative; this is absurd. Thus the case (ii, a) occurs
for infinitely many z's. Now let n : no' * q be such one. By the Hurrn'itz
formula, the Riemannian image of p^ has no branch point,, so that g, is
conformally equivalent to the anriulus a!"t^§a!A a ( - 6l;0A
) la , oo] > (12 d"+1)r/,("'/V Conse-
quently by Lemma 6 we have

6,tt1 - gz a*)i lL2

that is,

exp(- Ln/e (il;=ltp»ll2t/i e",tt"* { @l{C),<"t .

Recall the condition (**). Since u(n) { y(no') + q and (+lt/i),to 
=$l\/i)a";t+q , we have

r{ltottu;)+q) exp ((1/2 \/i _ L)l\/i (rr;:itp) @@0,) + ,11 a +l{c ,

where K is a positive constant . gtt(v(n[)+q) -+ I and gl;:il,o) @(no,) t q) - 0

as q/--+ oo, because l,e< ll2. Hence the quantity \/iexp(t/y'l,) must
be dominated by a constant for infinitely many n; this is absurd and
follows that the case (2) is also impossible for scme n 2 n'o.

Thns for some /^,r(n 2 n'o) whose boundary curve ln,r" surrounds
(e, both of the cases (1) and (2) are impossible, while these two c&ses are
all possible cases. This is caused by the assump;ion of the existence of f(z)
different from 0, I a.nd q in Q and the theorem is established.
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